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The living room is the center point of each home, a place
where the entire family can be together and share the
majority of moments, lately, these social spaces have
played noteworthy host to all; from Zoom meetings to
harmony friends’ meetings, and the place where most that
most people use to relax and watch tv. Obviously, these
dedicated, multifunctional rooms certainly deserve the
freshest trends of 2022.
Fortunately, you don't have to go into outrageous
remodel mode to change your space into a trendy dream
sensation. There's no need to purchase all new
furnishings. Make a move with these breaking 2022
homestyle patterns thoughts and make an altogether
invigorated sanctuary, with a tasteful faint element
visitors will notice and enjoy.
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Armchairs | Ancud armchair by Covet Collection

Ancud, known for its lush vegetation and vibrant vistas, has
one of the most beautiful landscapes in the world, which could
only serve as the inspiration for this gorgeous armchair. A nice
complement for the Ancud Sofa, this armchair is upholstered in
a deep green velvet fabric that resembles the plant life found
in the fields of the city, with a capitoné finish that replicates
the sensation of the terrain’s various altitudes.
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Sofas | Ancud Sofa by Covet Collection

Ancud Sofa, by Covet House, is upholstered in a deep green
velvet fabric, resembling the plant life exuding from the purest
fields, and capitoné effect creating the same feel of the
different elevations in the terrain. Ancud is known for its
greenery and full of life terrains has one of the most
breathtaking landscapes in the world, that could only serve as
the main inspiration for this exquisite sofa.

 Green goodness
 In regard to nature propelled conceals for insides, the trend states that green lounge rooms

will turn out to be progressively noticeable in homes in the following years.
Getting the nature inside; it's a pattern that has been spoken about for some time now, yet
this year it will come into fulfillment. We will see green and regular tones mixed into our
insides using plants, lumber, and earthenware. We could likewise see the usage of green
velvet couches, wise or olive painted dividers or jute finished floor coverings.
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Benches | Wales bench by Brabbu

Often called the “Land of Castles”, Wales has some of the most
impressive monuments of the Middle Ages. WALES Bench
pays tribute to the country’s history. Upholstered in cotton
velvet and with a footer in brushed aged brass matte, this
bench brings elegance to any room it is in.
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Make the most out of mirrors
 Mirrors are probably the most seasoned stunt is to use mirrors to boost light.The mirrors

assist with extending the sun all through the room and increment the overall feeling of the
room, in addition to the fact that it also reflects the light, it creates a good and more refined
feel to any living room.

 

 Mirrors | Lapiaz round mirror by Boca do Lobo

Lapiaz round mirror takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a
new realm. Finding beauty in the most unexpected places, this
contemporary design piece is inspired by authentic karst formations
created by surface dissolution, freezing, or thawing of limestone or
dolomite rocks.
The organic features of this large mirror are achieved through the
manual fitting of golden polished brass, finishes in polished stainless
steel. The hammered gold details and the mirrored façade conveys a
beautiful duality between power and refinement to bring a new
contemporary verve into interior design. A functional artwork piece born
from cold and freshly cracked to showing off the world rich, golden
details.

 Mirrors | Canephora mirror by Caffe Latte

Though widely known as Coffea robusta, the plant is scientifically
identified as Coffea canephora, from which the name of this three-set
mirror is taken. The mirror borrows inspiration not only from the name
but from the organic shapes of the coffee beans produced by this plant
as well. A set composed of different sized mirrors, with forms
resembling three coffee beans made with extremely high-quality
handcrafted techniques, with a reflecting surface enclosed by an
exquisite aged brass frame. A versatile piece, ideal for an entrance or
energizing a living room aesthetic.
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Mirrors | Altura mirror by Caffe Latte

A Mexican coffee designated Altura means that it was grown at high
altitudes, creating a wonderful aroma, depth of flavor, and pronounced
sharpness. This tall mirror creates the same feelings in your living room
or other areas. With balanced and clean designed mirrors on both sides,
and adaptability with swivel panels for a different experience each time.
Sharp straight lines for a modern appeal and bronze mirror finishes for
that subtle, yet pronounced, chicness.



Center tables | Empire center table by Boca Do Lobo

Designed and built to make an impression and deliver an unmatched
experience, with it's unique wood carvings and metal works. This
timeless piece will add a breathtaking touch of glamour to your living
space.
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 Add neutral beauty with wood
Out of style for some time, wood is currently partaking in a type of revival; wood presents a
feeling of warmth and character into a plan and functions admirably in modern but also in
more conventional homes.
We have been watching a trend resurgence in wood flooring this year, so there are
currently a wide range of styles, extra-wide angles, and various finishes out in the market.
Woods with a more rustic look are very appreciated now, with harsher surfaces and grains
well known in comfortable ambiances since they are an extraordinary method for giving
your room a cozy and natural appearance.

 

 Center tables | Sherwood center table by Brabbu

From the legend of Robin Hood arises SHERWOOD Center Table. A
rectangular coffee table with a base in wood with black lacquer and a
top in glossy walnut root veneer with gold leaf frame. This wood coffee
table is ideal for mid-century modern decor.
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Bar chair | Russel bar chair by Essential Home

Adore your living room with a sophisticated design piece that
incorporates all of the mid-century elements. The Russel Bar
Chair delves into space-age aesthetics, being produced in creamy
velvet fabrics mixed with polished brass. The base is round and
swivels up to 360 degrees, providing comfort through the foot
rail.
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Living Room bars
 Room bars will be a big thing in 2022, this pattern began during the lockdowns and, as

we've generally became accustomed to remain at home for more time, and it stayed a trend
throughout the time. This smart usage of space gives a genuine motivation to grown-ups
only social space

BarStools | Kelly stool by Essential Home

Inspired by the sculpted arches from the bar in the classic movie
Casablanca, it’s a timeless and unforgettable piece. This bespoke stool is
the modern twist of the iconic Kelly Bar Chair, one of Essential Home's
best sellers.
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Dining tables | Marble table big by Covet Collection

One of nature’s most beautiful matter is without a doubt marble. This set
of tables in this sense is an ode to one of the most beautiful materials on
earth.
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 Plenty of marble
 Strong, heavy and neutral marbles have been advancing into the interior design world and

keep on remaining for quite a while. Rough, and new sections will be brought vigorously
into the interior design, and you can never go wrong and it´s hard to get tired of marble.

Consoles | Plata console by Covet Collection

Named after Rio de Plata, one of the places visited by the Portuguese
adventurers in the early European exploration of the Patagonia region,
this sublime console has a mix of metal and Patagonia marble. Also, its
exciting two rounded legs converge with the modern straight lines from
the top, creating a combination of both natural and contemporary
elements.

Dining tables | Agra dining table by Brabbu

Agra is the modest setting of one of the most famous monuments in the
world, Taj Mahal, also known as the marble mausoleum. Just like it,
AGRA Dining Table is an impressive display of craftsmanship and
elegance. Made of Estremoz marble with polished gold details, this
round dining table will add refined grace to your kitchen.
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 Living rooms proceed to be the centerpiece behind every
interior design and the house division that gets most
impacted by new trends. Looking for comfort in homes
and having your own space far from the outside world is
not a recent trend, however this direction for living has
continued to gain points with some of the design
inclinations for 2022. From tenderly angled dividers to
shapely sofas and mirrors, it is all surrounding the curves.
Curves have an instant approach to nature and are an
inviting component to any interior design. They assist
with feeling associated with our environmental factors,
causing us to feel warm and safe.
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COVET COLLECTION keeps inspiring and creating new trends. 
 

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE
WORLD. 
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